The discovery of new materials has been accelerated by computational methods that can screen the constituent elements for a desired application.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ In principle, such tools could be extended to artificially structured materials such as metamaterials and metasurfaces, where each subwavelength unit could act as a design variable.^[@ref4]^ Instead, these designs have relied on analytical descriptions from far-field optics that do not consider the unique near-field distributions of the unit shapes or fabrication challenges involved in creating these strucutres.^[@ref5]−[@ref7]^ For simple structures with a small number of design variables, iterative optimization methods have been used to screen for a specific physical property.^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ For more complex structures, however, solving the inverse problem computationally has remained an elusive challenge^[@ref8]^ because there are nearly an infinite number of design configurations that could produce the anomalous optical properties.^[@ref8]−[@ref10]^ Evolutionary design methods have been successfully used to predict metamaterial unit cell shapes that operate at terahertz frequencies because the constituent materials are not lossy;^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ however, these strategies encounter challenges at optical frequencies. Therefore, a key problem in achieving a desired far-field optical response from metallic nanostructures at visible wavelengths is accounting for losses at the plasma frequency,^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ which requires a fine (several nanometers) computational grid, and hence large computation times, to simulate 3D optical profiles.

Here, we report a bottom-up strategy that can manipulate the flow of visible light into distinct profiles in 3D space. Our method exploits a custom-built evolutionary algorithm to optimize a new class of artificial materials---lattice opto-materials---based on discretization of a plasmonic film into a 2D subwavelength lattice of holes. This approach to the inverse problem can screen a large number of candidate solutions quickly by casting nanoscale optical elements on a 2D grid and then adding the complex electric fields from each lattice position. Lattice opto-materials can support properties that are simple, such as focusing light on- or off-axis, as well as those that are more complex, including concentrating light into numerous distinct regions of space. In addition, dynamic tuning of the 3D light profiles can be realized by changing the shape of the lattice units so that they are sensitive to the polarization of light. Finally, lattice opto-materials can be combined into hierarchical architectures not yet explored by existing flat optics, such as planar compound lenses.

![Evolutionary design methods can be used to design lattice opto-materials with unique focal properties. (a) Scheme depicting the four steps involved in the LEA. Step 0 is a randomly arranged lattice. After the algorithm converges, final lattice designs are created. (b) Four representative lattice structures that demonstrate the types of lattice opto-materials that the LEA can produce by changing the fitness function.](nl-2014-040573_0001){#fig1}

To establish our design approach at visible wavelengths, we first tested lattice opto-materials that could manipulate light in 3D using a single phase element: a circular hole. We arranged nanoholes in a metal film on a 2D grid (*a*~0~ = 300 nm) with a 10 μm × 10 μm footprint. In this design, there are 33 × 33 elements, or 2^1089^ total possible arrangements of lattice units (open hole or closed hole) that represent unique optical focusing profiles. Analyzing all unit combinations for a targeted response is not possible; therefore, we developed a lattice evolution algorithm (LEA) that could efficiently identify the optimal lattice opto-material for a desired far-field characteristic (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). LEA is similar to other evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms, where the solution is found by sequentially evolving a population of potential solutions to maximize a fitness function, except here an optimized optical response is formed from nanostructures constrained to a 2D grid (lattice).

Our LEA can be summarized in four cyclic steps (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a); details are in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. To initialize the LEA, we created a 600-member "population" of candidate lattice opto-materials with randomly generated arrangements of holes. Besides fabrication considerations, one important advantage of constraining the nanoscale elements to a 2D lattice is that lattice opto-materials can be represented by a binary array and first optimized *in silico*. The configuration for each lattice opto-material was represented by "DNA" (step 0), a large binary array (1089 elements), where for the case of a single phase element, an open hole is denoted as a 1 and a closed hole as a 0 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S1). The viability of each member was evaluated using a fitness function (step 1), which for a lattice opto-material designed to focus light into single intensity point can be defined aswhere *F* is the fitness parameter, *I* is the intensity at the desired focal point, *d* is the location of the maximum intensity, *f*~d~ is the focal point, and *c* is a constant. We evaluated *F* by calculating electric field intensity distributions in the far-field profile by adding complex field contributions from each nanohole in the DNA string. The electric-field components can be calculated by different methods. For LEA, we used both point-source simulations^[@ref17]^ ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figures S2--S3) based on the Huygens--Fresnel principle^[@ref18]^ and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S4) to generate the fields. Point-source simulations required less overall simulation times and were first used to validate our approach; however, they cannot describe nanoscale elements with different phases. Therefore, we selected the simulation method appropriate for the constituent elements composing the lattice opto-material.

For example, lattice opto-materials with single-phase elements (i.e., circular holes of the same size), were simulated using point-source methods, and more complex lattice opto-materials having two or more phase units (i.e., holes with different sizes) required FDTD methods. To increase the efficiency of the LEA, we first stored all of the complex field information in memory. Then, we could calculate the 3D optical profiles by adding different combinations of complex fields instead of simulating the entire field for each lattice opto-material structure, which decreased computation times by a factor of ca. 10^5^ compared to simulating the entire structure in FDTD.

In step 2, the population was then sorted by fitness, and a new generation of the population was created by combining the DNA of the members of the previous generation (step 3). In the combination process, preference was given to members of the population with higher fitness by using the roulette wheel selection method.^[@ref19]^ This cycle continued until the LEA reached a convergence condition (step 4), which we designated as when the fittest member in the population did not change for 30 generations ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S5). After optimizing the parameters for the LEA, such as population size and mutation rate, we could design a lattice opto-material for a single design criterion (e.g., single focal point) in ∼210 generations with an overall computation time of ∼0.45 CPU hours (27 min). One key advantage of using a LEA to design lattice opto-materials is that different 3D optical profiles---from the same finite grid---are possible simply by redefining *F*.

Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows calculated final nanohole configurations of four representative lattice opto-materials produced by four different fitness functions. As a proof-of-concept lattice opto-material, we solved and fabricated a nanohole arrangement that could focus light into a single position in the center of the *x*--*y* plane at different focal distances ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S6). The evolutionary process is summarized in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Video S1. With the same nanohole size, lattice spacing, and overall footprint, the calculated focal distances could be tuned from 3 to 14 μm with ±50 nm precision ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S7--S8). We then fabricated lattice opto-materials in optically opaque (180 nm thick) gold films using focused ion beam (FIB) milling to drill holes (diameter, *d* = 150 nm) ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S9) and mapped the transmitted 3D optical profile using confocal scanning optical microscopy ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Not surprisingly, and as validation of the LEA, the nanohole configurations for a single focal point were similar to that of a Fresnel zone plate.^[@ref20]^ The measured lattice opto-materials could also be designed to operate at different wavelengths but at the same focal distance ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S10).

As described earlier, a distinct advantage of lattice opto-materials designed by LEA, beyond what can be produced by finite arrays of ordered or disordered nanoholes, is their ability to produce a large range of different 3D optical profiles simply by specifying *F*. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a highlights a scheme of the transformation of a plane-wave into two focal spots, which requires a generalization of *F* towhere *i* represents each light spot and ranges from 1 to the total number of intensity points in the design problem. Note that the distance (*f*~d~^*i*^) is now a 3D vector from the center of the lattice ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S11). The main challenge in optimization problems is to find a solution that balances among all the objectives. In contrast to other computational approaches such as Monte Carlo,^[@ref21]^ evolutionary algorithms are efficient at solving problems with two or more criteria.^[@ref22]^[Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S12 summarizes the ability of LEA to solve a two-objective problem by designing a lattice opto-material with two focal points at the same focal distance (∥*f*~d~^ 1^∥ = ∥*f*~d~^ 2^∥). The evolutionary process is shown in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Video S2. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b shows that experimentally, visible light can be concentrated into two foci with similar intensities. Lattice opto-materials could also concentrate light at different distances above the surface (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c).

![Lattice opto-materials can concentrate light into two focal points in the optical far-field. (a) Scheme of experimental setup, where collimated laser light (red arrows, λ = 690 nm) is incident on the lattice opto-material. The far-field profile through the center of the lattice opto-material (*x* = 0, *y* = 0) was measured using confocal optical microscopy. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of lattice opto-material structures (lower) and confocal microscopy data (upper, λ = 690 nm) for lattice opto-materials with two focal points at *f*~d~ = 4 μm, *x* = ±2 μm, *y* = 0 (left); *f*~d~ = 3, 5 μm, *x* = 0, *y* = 0 (middle); and *f*~d~ = 5, 7 μm, *x* = ±1 μm, *y* = 0 (right).](nl-2014-040573_0002){#fig2}

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows lattice opto-materials designed to concentrate light at five distinct locations. For simplicity in imaging, we chose all focal distances to be at the same height. We tested prime numbers ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S13--S14) to illustrate that these solutions were not a result of diffraction from the Talbot effect.^[@ref23]^ Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a demonstrates that a lattice opto-material with a single phase element could create a unique 3D optical profile. In this case, the five light spots were in a ring-structure with no central spot. For metasurfaces, phase control over adjacent structures is critical to observe anomalous far-field optical properties.^[@ref24]^ In contrast, lattice opto-materials constructed from single-phase elements can generate different optical profiles without phase constraints on the neighboring lattice elements.

To increase the overall transmission and diffraction efficiency, we also designed lattice opto-materials having more than one type of phase element. The binary representation of open/closed holes used in LEA allows for arbitrarily large numbers of unit types without a significant increase in the array size. For example, 2, 4, or 8 binary numbers could represent 4, 16, or 128 different element types. Although we could have selected any geometrical structure for phase elements, including v-shaped nanoantennas typically used in metasurfaces,^[@ref9],[@ref10],[@ref20]^ we chose three circular holes with different sizes (*d* = 100, 150, 200 nm) because they are easy to fabricate by FIB ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S7). To represent the different hole sizes in the LEA, we added a second binary digit to the DNA array so that each position on the 2D grid now had one of four values: 00 (closed hole), 01 (*d* = 100 nm), 10 (*d* = 150 nm), or 11 (*d* = 200 nm). For these phase elements, we needed to consider the different field distributions for the different hole sizes, and thus the complex electric and magnetic fields were modeled by FDTD simulations. Interestingly, although our lattice opto-materials are made of optically thick gold, the calculated transmission efficiency can be up to 20% ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figures S15--S16), over twice that of any reported metasurface at visible wavelengths.^[@ref9],[@ref25]^

![Lattice opto-materials can generate arbitrary light profiles in 3D. SEM images of lattice opto-material structures (lower), 2D confocal microscopy slices at the focal plane (upper, λ = 690 nm), and 3D volume profile (right). (a) Five focal points at *f*~d~ = 7 μm from single phase elements. All focal points had a constant distance (*r* = 3 μm) from the center of the lattice. (b) Five focal points at *f*~d~ = 7 μm from three phase units in a "T" shape with 1-μm separation between points. (c) Five focal points at *f*~d~ = 5 μm from three phase units in an "X" shape with 1-μm separation between points.](nl-2014-040573_0003){#fig3}

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b--c indictates that lattice opto-materials with three phase elements (i.e., three different hole sizes) can also manipulate light into distinct "T" and "X" shapes. Although lattice optics with single phase units could also produce these shapes, the inclusion of the two additional elements improved the efficiency. For example, we measured a diffraction efficiency of ∼74% for the T-shaped lattice opto-material, determined by the ratio of light intensity at the focal points to the transmission at the lattice plane, while five light spots from single phase elements had a diffraction efficiency of 55%. The measured profiles of the lattice opto-materials with multiple phase elements matched well with simulated profiles ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S17), indicating that FDTD can be used to predict the far-field^[@ref26]^ profiles accurately. These examples of lattice opto-materials highlight the power of LEA to design flat optics that can transform an incident plane wave into discrete regions of light. Moreover, the LEA can produce many different 3D optical profiles depending on how the fitness function *F* is defined. For example, *F* could be developed to manipulate incident light into continuous structures, although here we have focused primarily on droplets of light.

To demonstrate that the LEA could be used with nanoscale elements with different shapes, we tested unit cells with anisotropic shapes sensitive to polarized light.^[@ref17],[@ref27]−[@ref29]^ We focused on elliptical holes to design static lattice opto-materials with dynamic properties (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Anisotropic apertures in plasmonic films can transmit up to 100 times more light when the polarization is perpendicular to the major axis of the hole.^[@ref17],[@ref26]^ Therefore, by modulating polarization, we could effectively "close" nanoholes in the array. We represented the orientation of the major axis of the ellipse by assigning each position in the 2D grid as one of three values: 00 (closed ellipse), 01 (vertical ellipse), or 10 (horizontal ellipse). Because changing the hole shape from circular to elliptical (*r*~minor~ = 70 nm, *r*~major~ = 250 nm) caused the EOT resonance to red-shift from 690 to 770 nm ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S18), the optical profiles were simulated and measured with λ = 770 nm. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a illustrates how light can be focused to different distances along the optical axis, where transverse electric (TE) polarized light was focused at 7 μm above the lattice plane and transverse magnetic (TE) polarized light to 10 μm. Thus, the same lattice structure can produce two independent focusing profiles. Both focal distances are larger than what could be achieved with refractive microlenses of the same footprint.^[@ref30]^ Agreement between measured and simulated results ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S19) verified that transmission through individual ellipses could also be represented by point-source simulations.

![Lattice opto-materials can exhibit dynamic optical profiles based on polarization of incident light. Polarization-sensitive lattice opto-materials with (a) dynamic focal depth (*f*~d~ = 7 μm and *f*~d~ = 10 μm, *x* = 0, *y* = 0) and (b) dynamic focal shift (*f*~d~ = 7 μm and *x* = ±0.5 μm, *y* = 0). SEM images of lattice opto-material structures (lower) and confocal microscopy data (upper, λ = 770 nm). The polarization-sensitive lattice opto-materials were measured with unpolarized, TE, and TM polarized light. Holes active under TE and TM polarization are indicated in red and blue, respectively. Under unpolarized light, all holes transmitted (left images in (a), (b)).](nl-2014-040573_0004){#fig4}

In addition, we used polarization-sensitive lattice opto-materials to shift laterally (Δ*x* = 1500, 2500, 3000, and 4000 nm) the focused light far away from the center of the lattice ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S20). Because the ellipses act as near-field polarization filters, we anticipated there would not be any interference between light transmitted through horizontal and vertical holes. Indeed, unpolarized light resulted in high-intensity points at both focal locations (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a and [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S20), which indicates that the light transmitted though horizontal or vertical ellipses acts independently. To establish further that the focal profiles were separate, we designed a polarization-sensitive lattice opto-materials with overlapping focal points (*f*~d~ = 7 μm, Δ*x* = 500 nm). Under unpolarized light, we still observed two distinct focal points (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b), in agreement with simulation ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S21).

Finally, for ultimate light management, flat optics need to be integrated into optical systems; however, microlenses and metasurfaces are difficult to combine into compound arrangements because fabrication challenges preclude alignment along the optical axis.^[@ref30]^ Lattice opto-materials overcome this limitation because although their profile is flat, their focal point can be located far off-axis. As a proof-of-concept compound surface lens, we designed lattice opto-materials such that the focusing profiles of four structures overlapped. Each lattice had a single focal point at *f*~d~ = 10 μm, shifted 10 μm away from the optical axis (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows simulated results of four lattice optics that focused light to the same location in 3D. The fwhm of the interference spot at the center of the tilted beams was 237 nm, more than three times smaller than the diffraction limit for a single 10-μm lens (fwhm = 752 nm, calculated) at the same height (*f*~d~ = 10 μm).

![Compound lattice opto-materials can achieve smaller focal points than single lenses. (a) Simulated 3D data of the interference of four lattice opto-materials at λ = 690 nm and *n* = 1.5. (b) SEM images of compound lattice opto-material structures fabricated by FIB milling in a 180 nm thick gold film. (c) Simulated and (d) confocal microscopy images (λ = 690 nm, *n* = 1.5) of *x--y* cross sections of four interfering lattice opto-materials at the focal distance (*f*~d~ = 10 μm).](nl-2014-040573_0005){#fig5}

In contrast to the concentric rings that focused light above the center of the lattice (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), these lattice opto-materials were composed of arcs of holes so that the light could be directed away from the optical axis (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). To realize this compound system, we designed lattice opto-materials to operate in a higher refractive index environment (*n* = 1.525). As expected from simulation, the measurements showed strong interference with a high-intensity spot where the four beams overlapped (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c--d). We also tested these lattice opto-material in a bright-field optical microscope using a filtered broadband source (λ = 700 ± 40 nm) to assess their potential as new optical elements, such as a novel condenser for real-time imaging. Although the broadband light was incoherent, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S22 shows a strong interference pattern; therefore, each of the four lattice opto-materials acted as a source of coherent light. We anticipate that different combinations of lattice opto-materials will lead to the development of new imaging modalities.

In summary, we have introduced a new class of flat optics---lattice opto-materials---that use subwavelength components and an evolutionary algorithm approach to produce a large variety of far-field profiles in 3D. Lattice opto-materials can control visible light with a level of precision in 3D not possible by metalenses, plasmonic lenses, or microlenses. Furthermore, changing the size of the nanoholes allows for control of the phase of light at each lattice location, which increases both the transmission and diffraction efficiency. Anisotropic nanoholes enable the creation of lattice optics that can dynamically control the optical profile based on the polarization of light. Thus, lattice opto-materials enable opportunities for a single lattice configuration to concentrate light into different locations without physical modulation of the substrate. We anticipate that expanding the lattice units to include nanoparticles and active materials will not only increase the transmission efficiency but also enable the design of lattice opto-materials that can control the spectral distribution of transmitted light. We believe that these structured materials designed by algorithmic approaches will open new prospects for flat optics, such as integrated optoelectronic devices, aberration-free lenses, and high-resolution, 3D biological imaging.

Description of the Lattice Evolution Algorithm (LEA); optimization of parameters and performance for the LEA; point-source simulation method; FDTD simulation method; confocal measurements and comparison to simulation for single focal point; FIB fabrication of lattice opto-materials; demonstration of lattice opto-materials with the same focal distance for different wavelengths; LEA for multiple focal points; comparison of simulated and measured lattice opto-materials with two focal points; comparison of simulated and measured opto-materials for 3, 5, and 7 focal points; comparison of simulated and measured lattice opto-materials with multiple phase elements; transmission spectra of gold lattice opto-materials; LEA for polarization-sensitive lattice opto-materials; bright-field and confocal measurements of compound lattice optics. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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